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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

NAFFEST AEFFNST NAFF, lacking taste or style [adj] 

NAGWARE AAEGNRW software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n -S] 

NANNIED ADEINNN NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANOBOT ABNNOOT NANOBOT -S, very small self-propelled machine [n -S] 

NARDOOS ADNOORS NARDOO, clover-like plant [n] 

NARKIER AEIKNRR S- NARKIER, NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NAVARIN AAINNRV NAVARIN -S, NAVARIN, NIRVANA, lamb stew with vegetables [n -S] 

NEARISH AEHINRS HERNIAS, NEARISH, NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NECKLET CEEKLNT NECKLET -S, close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n -S] 

NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

NEMESIA AEEIMNS NEMESIA, MEANIES, NEMESIA, flowering African plant [n -S] 

NESTFUL EFLNSTU NESTFUL -S, NESTFUL, NETFULS, as much as nest can hold [n -S] 

NETBALL ABELLNT NETBALL -S, team game similar to basketball [n -S] 

NETBOOK BEKNOOT NETBOOK -S, small portable computer [n -S] 

NETFULS EFLNSTU NESTFUL, NETFULS, NETFUL, as much as net can hold [n] 

NETSURF EFNRSTU NETSURF -S, FUNSTER, NETSURF, to browse Internet for information [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NIAGARA AAAGINR NIAGARA -S, ANGARIA, NIAGARA, outpouring or deluge [n -S] 

NIBLETS BEILNST NIBLET, small piece of food [n] 

NIFFIER EFFIINR S- NIFFIER, NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NIFFING FFGIINN S- NIFFING, NIFF, to stink (to emit foul odor) [v] 

NIQAABS AABINQS NIQAAB, niqab (veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]  

NOONERS ENNOORS NOONER, event that occurs during middle of day [n] 

NORTENA AENNORT NORTENA -S, style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n -S] 

NORTENO ENNOORT NORTENO -S, inhabitant of northern Mexico [n -S] 

NOTATOR ANOORTT NOTATOR -S, ARNOTTO, NOTATOR, RATTOON, one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

NOTELET EELNOTT NOTELET -S, small sheet of paper for informal letter [n -S] 

NOVATED ADENOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NOVATES AENOSTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NUBBERS BBENRSU S-NUBBERS, NUBBERS, SNUBBER, NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n]  

NUMDAHS ADHMNSU NUMDAH, embroidered rug of India [n] 

NUMMIER EIMMNRU IMMUNER, NUMMIER, NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUMNAHS AHMNNSU NUMNAH, pad placed under saddle [n] 

NUNCHUK CHKNNUU NUNCHUK -S, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUTBARS ABNRSTU NUTBARS, TURBANS, NUTBAR, bar made from chopped nuts [n] 

NUTJOBS BJNOSTU NUTJOB, crazy person [n]  

NYLONED DELNNOY NYLON, synthetic material [adj] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

NAFFNESS AEFFNNSS quality of lacking taste or style [n -ES] 

NAGGINGS AGGGINNS NAGGINGS, SNAGGING, NAGGING, act of finding fault incessantly [n] 

NAGWARES AAEGNRSW NAGWARE, software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n] 

NAILLESS AEILLNSS lacking nails [adj] 
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NAMETAPE AAEEMNPT NAMETAPE -S, tape bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

NANNYING AGINNNNY NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANOBOTS ABNNOOST NANOBOT, very small self-propelled machine [n] 

NARKIEST AEIKNRST KERATINS, NARKIEST, NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NATTERER AEENRRTT NATTERER -S, NATTERER, RATTENER, one that natters (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n -S] 

NAVARINS AAINNRSV NAVARINS, NIRVANAS, NAVARIN, lamb stew with vegetables [n] 

NECKLETS CEEKLNST NECKLET, close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n] 

NEGATORY AEGNORTY expressing negation (act of negating (to nullify)) [adj] 

NEMATICS ACEIMNST AMNESTIC, NEMATICS, SEMANTIC, NEMATIC, liquid crystal in particular phase [n] 

NEMESIAS AEEIMNSS NEMESIA, flowering African plant [n] 

NEOPAGAN AAEGNNOP NEOPAGAN -S, one who practices modern form of paganism [n -S] 

NESTMATE AEEMNSTT NESTMATE -S, bird sharing nest with another [n -S] 

NETBALLS ABELLNST NETBALL, team game similar to basketball [n] 

NETBOOKS BEKNOOST NETBOOK, small portable computer [n] 

NETROOTS ENOORSTT political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n NETROOTS] 

NETSURFS EFNRSSTU FUNSTERS, NETSURFS, NETSURF, to browse Internet for information [v] 

NEWSFEED DEEEFNSW NEWSFEED -S, service that provides news articles for distribution [n -S] 

NIAGARAS AAAGINRS ANGARIAS, NIAGARAS, NIAGARA, outpouring or deluge [n] 

NIBBLIES BBEIILNS NIBBLY, small food item [n] 

NICHROME CEHIMNOR NICHROME -S, trademark (alloy of nickel and chromium) [n -S] 

NIFFIEST EFFIINST S- NIFFIEST, NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU NINJUTSU -S, traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S] 

NONARIES AEINNORS NONARIES, RAISONNE, NONARY, group of nine [n] 

NONAVIAN AAINNNOV not related to birds [adj]  

NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU NONCOUNT -Y, not capable of being counted [adj] 

NORTENAS AENNORST NORTENAS, RESONANT, NORTENA, style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n] 

NORTENOS ENNOORST NORTENO, inhabitant of northern Mexico [n] 

NOTARISE AEINORST NOTARISE -DS, NOTARIES, NOTARISE, SENORITA, to notarize (to certify through notary) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NOTATORS ANOORSTT ARNOTTOS, NOTATORS, RATTOONS, NOTATOR, one that notates (to put into notation) [n] 

NOTCHIER CEHINORT NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj] 

NOTELESS EELNOSST undistinguished (not distinguished (distinguish)) [adj] 

NOTELETS EELNOSTT NOTELET, small sheet of paper for informal letter [n] 

NOVATING AGINNOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NUANCING ACGINNNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUMBNUTS BMNNSTUU offensive term [n -ES] 

NUMMIEST EIMMNSTU IMMUNEST, NUMMIEST, NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU NUNCHUCK -S, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]  

NUNCHUKS CHKNNSUU NUNCHUK, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n] 

NUTMEGGY EGGMNTUY NUTMEG, aromatic seed used as spice [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

NYMPHING GHIMNNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

 


